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OVERVIEW – WHY DATA LOCALIZATION IS A FAULTY FOUNDATION FOR AUSTRALIA’S NATIONAL DATA STRATEGY

Australia’s National Data Security Action plan includes many useful ideas and questions, but also some seriously problematic ones, especially its framing of data as a national asset and its consideration of data localization (forcing firms to store data within a country’s borders). This submission addresses issues with the Action Plan’s conceptual framing, before moving toward a detailed analysis of its consideration of data localization (question 5 of the Action Plan).

Policymakers are often mistakenly told that “data is the new oil.” Yes, like oil, data is a valuable input to the economy. But unlike oil, data is non-rivalrous—one party using data does not reduce the amount of data available for others to use. And unlike oil, data is non-fungible—one piece of data cannot be substituted for another the way barrels of oils are interchangeable. Unfortunately, the “data is oil” analogy has led to some poorly conceived policy ideas, in particular the idea of data localization and data sovereignty.

Unfortunately, many protectionist (and often authoritarian) countries advocate a policy of “data sovereignty,” the concept that governments should keep all domestic data local to ensure it remains subject to domestic rules. These ideas directly follow the economic principles put forth in the 1974 Declaration for the Establishment of a New International Economic Order by the United Nations General Assembly that called for “full permanent sovereignty of every State over its natural resources.” Policymakers following this line of thinking believe governments should treat data like a finite natural resource that must be protected from foreign actors seeking to exploit it for profit. Those who espouse this view see data as no different than any other resources a country may be naturally endowed with like oil or minerals.

Australia’s National Data Security Action Plan also reflects some of this muddled thinking. It declares that “Australia’s data is a valuable national asset requiring robust security settings” and that “inadvertently allowing another country to access Australia’s most critical data will erode our sovereignty and control over
that data in the long term.” In other words, Australian policymakers are trying to lock down domestic data out of concern that foreign actors may exploit it for unfair economic gain. However, in all cases, data sovereignty is thinly disguised protectionism. Indeed, these policies often gain traction because many policymakers conflate data protection and data protectionism.

Data protection is a legitimate effort to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data. For example, policymakers should seek to protect sensitive information from inadvertent disclosures. Sensitive information includes both personal data and non-personal data that, if revealed, undermines privacy, safety, economic, and security interests. For example, sensitive information could be personal data about a person’s health that reveals information the individual would prefer to keep private; intellectual property (IP), including trade secrets, that businesses want to protect; or non-personal information such as classified government data that undermines national security. In these cases, stronger data protection measures, particularly enhanced technical safeguards and better cybersecurity practices, can help prevent data breaches or other unintentional disclosures of sensitive information, including to foreign governments or firms.

But data protectionism is not focused on preventing the disclosure of sensitive information. Instead, it is focused on preventing those outside the country from generating value from data. While the goal of these policies is to maximize value for domestic companies, the net impact of these restrictions is almost certainly negative. The problem is that most data has little to no value until businesses do something with it. Therefore, the more businesses can gain access to data, the more value can be generated. Restricting foreign firms from accessing domestic data limits the potential universe of businesses that can add value to data. That means data holders—whether they are consumers or businesses—miss out on opportunities to benefit, directly or indirectly, from their data.

Consider an Australian radiology lab that has thousands of medical images. Data protection rules are completely legitimate to ensure that personal medical records remain private. However, Australia’s data protectionism rules (under section 77 of Australia’s Personally Controlled Electronic Health Records Act) prohibit organizations from transferring health records overseas. This limits radiology labs from using non-Australian AI systems that could be faster and cheaper and more accurately interpret diagnostic imaging results. These restrictions result in potentially higher costs for Australian businesses and consumers, in addition to worse health care outcomes. It also means that Australia would be in a position to contribute less to improvements in global health outcomes.

Moreover, data protectionism does nothing to enhance data protection. Requiring data be stored in-country (or with domestically owned companies) does not impact the overall security of data. Australian data, for example, is not more secure in an online service simply because that service is owned and operated by an Australian company rather than an American one. The security of the online service depends on a series of technical, legal, and physical controls at the company. Countries that pursue data protectionism risk reciprocal actions by other governments. For example, Australian mining giant Rio Tinto collects data from around the world as part of its smart mining program to analyze geology, optimize energy use, and automate its
autonomous equipment. If other governments prohibited Rio Tinto from sending data back to Australia it would have a negative impact on the company.

Unfortunately, policymakers in many countries associate data localization and protectionism with the concept of digital sovereignty, which is not only misleading but actually undermines governments’ efforts to ensure local laws and regulations apply online. Digital sovereignty and associated terms such as ‘cyber sovereignty’ and ‘data sovereignty’ are commonly used pejoratively as catch-all phrases to encapsulate the adoption of data localization and other restrictive policies.\(^5\) Many policymakers portray digital sovereignty as a strong yet nebulous concept, usually referring to the assertion of state control over data, data flows, and digital technologies.\(^6\) More often than not, it’s based on protectionist goals that it helps countries “take back control” and “sovereignty” from foreign technology firms and trading partners (mainly the United States, but increasingly China as well).\(^7\) Misconceptions about data and cyber sovereignty miss the point that a complex interplay of economic, governance, social, and political factors determines a country’s position on digital issues. Policymakers deliberately—and deceptively—use these concepts to condense complex phenomena into catchy phrases.

Proponents think that forcing firms to store data locally enhances the state’s agency and that of their own firms and people. At best, the agency gained by data localization is illusory. In many cases, it is counterproductive. And in cases like Australia—which is a middle-sized economy that depends on global data flows and digital trade to build critical economies of scale and which has actively supported efforts to build an open, rules-based, and innovative global digital economy—data localization undermines other important economic goals as it reeks of hypocrisy and opens a loophole for other countries to enact broad digital protectionism policies. And in the case of authoritarian countries, it is predatory given the agencies data localization policies tend to support are those involved in surveillance and social and political control.

Even those policymakers and advocates who support narrow, limited data localization rules are still often misguided about how cloud services and cloud security functions. This submission analyzes several examples showing this, including the risk of having government agencies store data on premise in the misguided pursuit of cybersecurity.\(^8\) Data security depends on the technical, physical, and administrative controls implemented by the service provider, which can be strong or weak, regardless of where the data is stored. If the Australian government wants to ensure its most sensitive data is especially secure, it can specify detailed technical and control requirements in its procurement contracts, such as the use of international standards for cybersecurity, the use of specific encryption, and cloud-based hardware security modules. Government policymakers need to appreciate that leading cloud service providers invest huge amounts of resources in designing and maintaining cutting-edge cybersecurity measures as their business depends on it. The dynamic nature of cyber risks means that they need to do this continuously. Furthermore, the global operations of leading cloud firms actually improves their ability to protect data as they have to defend against all manner of threats (as compared to just a local firm) and can leverage their global services to secure data, such as through the use of “data sharding” and other technologies.
The Australian government should obviously choose cloud providers based on their commitment to best-in-class cybersecurity measures and transparency and auditability about how they manage and protect data. As part of this, it can review their commitment to aiding by local laws and regulations and pushing back on unwarranted foreign government requests for data. Australia should use all the tools it has to address its cybersecurity concerns. For example, Australia already uses security reviews under its foreign investment screening framework to ensure cloud service providers from countries like China do not manage sensitive government data (which is fair enough).\(^9\)

The challenge for Australian policymakers is putting the right policy pieces together to best protect sensitive government data and services and protect and support the use of data by Australian businesses and citizens, while avoiding misguided and counter protective ones like localization. Australia is already well on its way in doing this in many areas, but including data localization in its National Data Strategy would be a critical misstep that would undermine what it’s otherwise working to achieve at home and globally in terms of digital policy. This is why the OECD’s “Assessing Digital Strategies and their Governance” report counts localization as a detrimental factor in its comparative assessment of different countries’ strategies.\(^10\) Australia scores relatively well at the moment, but if it took into consideration the National Data Strategies proposal for data localization it’d inevitably effect Australia’s score across all categories and overall given data and data governance policies are part of all categories.\(^11\)

**QUESTION 5: DOES AUSTRALIA NEED AN EXPLICIT APPROACH TO DATA LOCALISATION?**

No. Data localization does not provide better data privacy or data protection, or cybersecurity. Nor does it provide the basis for digital development. Nor does it provide the silver bullet for government agencies that want to require data localization to ensure they have access to data for law enforcement, financial oversight, and other concerns. This section analyzes and refutes the key (misguided) motivations policymakers use to justify data localization.

**Misguided Data Privacy, Protection, and Cybersecurity Concerns**

As more countries enact updated data protection frameworks it is nearly inevitable (like Australia and its National Data Strategy) that some policymakers will propose data localization as they reflexively and mistakenly believe that data is more private and secure when it is stored within a country’s borders. This misunderstanding remains at the core of many data localization policies. However, in most instances, data localization mandates do not increase commercial privacy nor data security.\(^12\)

Evidence showing that data localization does not provide greater data privacy or security has only become starker in recent years. Firstly, most companies doing business in a nation—all domestic companies and most foreign ones—have “legal nexus,” which puts the company in that country’s jurisdiction. This is crystal clear for firms in financial, payment, and other heavily regulated sectors, given the need to apply for licenses to operate. Whichever sector a firm is in, a central basic fact remains: companies cannot simply escape from complying with a nation’s data-related laws by transferring data overseas.
Second, policymakers focusing on geography to solve privacy and cybersecurity concerns misunderstand how these play out in today’s digital economy. Or they’re disingenuous. Consumers and businesses rely on contracts or laws to limit voluntary disclosures to ensure that data stored abroad receives the same level of protection as data stored at home. In the case of inadvertent disclosures of data (e.g., security breaches) and other cybersecurity issues, to the extent nations have laws and regulations, again, a company operating in the country is subject to those laws, regardless of where the data is stored.

Despite it being perhaps one of the most clearly misguided motivations, the mistaken notion about localization and data security persists. Having complete and direct ownership and control of the IT systems “stack,” from the building floor and walls to the software on the servers, makes people feel that their data is as secure as possible. But this is a false sense of security. Most cybersecurity vulnerabilities are exploited remotely, so the physical location of data has little to no impact on cyber threats (as demonstrated by the hack of the U.S. Office of Budget and Management). Furthermore, inadvertent disclosures of data are the result of security failures, such as hackers breaking into a corporate network to steal data, government agencies tapping into telecommunications links, or employees mistakenly posting sensitive data in a public forum. If IT systems are in any way connected to the Internet, they are at some risk.

Policymakers misunderstand that the confidentiality of data does not generally depend on which country the information is stored in, only on the measures used to store it securely. A secure server in Malaysia is no different from a secure server in the United Kingdom. Data security depends on the technical, physical, and administrative controls implemented by the service provider, which can be strong or weak, regardless of where the data is stored.

Policymakers’ focus on the location of data storage, in part, as they do not want to tackle the more challenging factors that actually contribute to good cybersecurity, such as building greater cybersecurity awareness by users and firms and encouraging firms and government agencies to adopt and remain committed to best-in-class cybersecurity practices and services. Good cybersecurity is just as much about the people involved in managing, protecting, and accessing the data as it is about the data itself, as personnel are central to most cybersecurity incidents, such as the failure to update vulnerable systems or credentials being lost via phishing attacks.

Moreover, data localization actually undermines cybersecurity. First, it prevents the sharing of data to identify IT system vulnerabilities and help firms detect and respond to cyber attackers. For example, in 2020, India’s Securities and Exchange Board released a cybersecurity circular that required financial firms to localize a broad range of data that would do just this. Firms need to share data to reconcile if cyberattacks (such as in India) are new or known. Sharing system vulnerability information also allows cybersecurity providers to identify vulnerabilities.

Second, data localization precludes cloud service providers from using cybersecurity best practices, such as through “sharding,” where data is spread over multiple data centers. This gets to the broader point—while
cloud computing does not guarantee security, it will likely lead to better security because implementing a robust security program requires resources and expertise, which many organizations (especially small and medium-sized ones) lack. But large-scale cloud-computing providers are better positioned to offer this protection. For example, advanced cloud providers provide their users with advanced encryption tools to allow them to retain and use the keys before data is uploaded, thereby preventing third parties, including the cloud companies themselves, from accessing their data.\textsuperscript{15}

**Data Localization for Digital Protectionism: The Mistaken (and Costly) Focus on the Geography of Data Storage**

Data innovation—the use of data to create value—has become increasingly important to economic growth, competitiveness, scientific discovery, and social progress as new technologies and methods have made it easier to collect, store, analyze, share, and use information.\textsuperscript{16} However, as policymakers around the world grapple with the challenge of leveraging digital technologies to drive development, many are being seduced by the misguided and costly fallacy that it is the location of data that matters—i.e., that countries can best serve their economic interests by forcing firms to store data locally instead of focusing on the fundamentals of information and communications technology (ICT) adoption, education, digital infrastructure, and data governance policies, which are necessary to maximize the economic and societal benefits of data and digital technologies.\textsuperscript{17}

Many policymakers mistakenly believe that requiring data to be stored and processed domestically (i.e., data localization) is a shortcut to high-tech jobs, investment, and innovation.\textsuperscript{18} This represents a new form of protectionism, similar to how countries use local content requirements and tariffs to protect local manufacturing operations.\textsuperscript{19} Given that traditional trade-protectionism tools, such as tariffs, do not work as readily on digital economic activity, countries pursuing digital mercantilism are reverting to “behind-the-border” regulations and technical requirements, such as data localization.

Data localization’s use for protectionism has evolved in recent years. More and more policymakers look to use it to favor local firms as they realize that data-driven innovation is at the heart of modern competitiveness and they haven’t made the long-term investments in education, infrastructure, and other enabling factors that actually help firms and economies become more competitive.\textsuperscript{20} For example, India’s Non-Personal Data Governance Framework initially included a proposal to force firms to share anonymized datasets (undoubtedly to help local firms). Europe, India, South Africa, and others use localization to target U.S. firms explicitly.\textsuperscript{21}

These supposed benefits of data localization policies, including the stimulus to jobs, are incorrect. One expected benefit is that forcing companies to store data inside a country’s borders will produce a boom in domestic data center jobs. In fact, while data centers contain expensive hardware (which is usually imported) and create some temporary construction jobs, they employ relatively few staff.\textsuperscript{22} Data centers are typically highly automated, using artificial intelligence, which allows a small number of workers to operate a large facility.\textsuperscript{23} In a 2015 review of data center operations across the United States, CBRE Data Center Solutions Group (a U.S. real estate firm) estimated that a typical data center creates between 5 and 30 permanent jobs.\textsuperscript{24}
For example:

- Microsoft’s data center in Quincy, Washington had as many as 500 workers at a time onsite during the construction process, but now employs just 50 full-time staff to operate the center.\(^{25}\)
- In 2011, a $1 billion data center that Apple built in North Carolina created only 50 full-time jobs and another 250 support jobs in the local community in areas such as security and maintenance.
- Google invested $1.2 billion in a data center in Oregon in 2016, yet only hired 175 employees.\(^{26}\)
- In 2018, Facebook started construction on a $750 million data center in Utah, which will employ 30-50 people full time once completed.\(^{27}\)

Policymakers should realize that data center customers need to be free to make their own decisions based on market factors and should not be compelled to purchase local data center services due to government restrictions. Data center operators may open new facilities to meet large and growing demand for data-related services, to be closer to customers so they can provide an improved service (e.g., reduced latency in the time it takes to execute instructions to store or retrieve data), or to take advantage of cheap and reliable electricity (both critical to data centers). In this case, instead of compulsion, countries should adopt an attraction strategy toward data centers and other ICT companies (domestic and foreign alike) by addressing business environment and regulatory conditions that affect their decision to operate in a market, including ensuring that the country has a robust fiber-optic communications backbone.

More importantly, data localization undermines a country’s digital development as it affects the price, availability, and range of ICT services that all firms, in all sectors, rely on. A growing body of literature shows that data localization policies increase the costs of cloud computing services, which has a broader effect on an economy’s productivity as it affects all users of these IT services. A 2015 study by Leviathan (an information security company) shows that local companies could have to pay significantly more for cloud services in Brazil, Europe, and elsewhere if data localization policies cut them off from the most cost-competitive global cloud providers.\(^{28}\) A 2016 study from the Center for International Governance Innovation (CIGI) and Chatham House shows that restrictive data regulations, including forced data localization, are likely to lead to increased prices and decreased productivity in Brazil, China, the European Union, India, Indonesia, Russia, South Korea, and Vietnam.\(^{29}\) Likewise, the European Center for International Political Economy (ECIPE) has conducted several econometric studies about the costs of data localization and data regulations in the European Union, Russia, Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, South Korea, and Vietnam.\(^{30}\) A 2021 ITIF econometric study estimates that a one-unit increase in a country’s data restrictiveness index (DRI) results (cumulatively, over a five-year period) in a 7 percent decrease in its volume of gross output traded, a 1.5 percent increase in its prices of goods and services among downstream industries, and a 2.9 percent decrease in its economy-wide productivity.\(^{31}\)

Data Localization and Data/Cyber Sovereignty

Digital protectionism remains a key motivation behind many countries enacting data localization policies, but it has been subsumed into a broader narrative around digital/cyber sovereignty and control in recent years.
This a broader trend that Australia should both avoid and be actively working to counter given the threat it poses to its interests in building an open, rules-based global digital economy at the WTO and via other bilateral and regional trade agreements.

As detailed in the overview, many policymakers and governments around the world are pursuing a data, digital, and cyber sovereignty approach that is often built on the misguided attraction to the false sense of “control” and sovereignty provided by data localization. It’s no surprise that authoritarian countries like China and Russia are the most significant users of these concepts (and data localization practices) as it aligns with their main political interests—maintaining power through access and control over data. Both countries frequently cite sovereignty as part of advocacy to create a top-down, state-directed global Internet (as opposed to the open, multi-stakeholder-based approach favored by democratic countries).

However, the spread of this concept among other countries that are not inherently authoritarian (like Australia, if it uses data localization) is most worrying for countries that support an open, rules-based, and multi-stakeholder-driven global digital economy.

Europe is a lead offender. European leaders like former Germany Chancellor Merkel and French President Macron have explicitly called for both digital protectionism and data sovereignty. The fact that senior European policymakers think that data stored on a foreign cloud service represents lost sovereignty shows how little some understand about how firms manage data and how much they prioritize this misguided sense of control. Europe tries to position itself as a moral leader of digital regulation, using concerns over data privacy and artificial intelligence (AI) to cloak discriminatory and restrictive policies. Europe’s protectionist intent appears in nearly every digital policy proposal. Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is evolving into the world’s most significant de facto data localization framework. Europe’s draft data strategy pushes for data localization and asserts that the EU needs cloud providers owned and operated in Europe. Similar points are made in Europe’s white paper on artificial intelligence. It is also evident in the proposal for a European cloud via GAIA-X.

**Using Data Localization as a Cudgel for Surveillance and Censorship**

While Australia may not be considering using data localization for surveillance or censorship purposes, it needs to realize the implications of it using localization for other (similarly misguided reasons) as inevitably this will provide cover for other countries to use it for these purposes. This is a spillover of the EU’s General Data Protection Regulations’ (GDPR) role as a de facto data localization framework, in that as other countries have adopted parts of GDPR, they also include localization requirements (for supposed privacy purposes, but the actual intention is for surveillance). Australian policymakers need to be aware of the broader signal its National Data Strategy sends to other countries and the second- and third-order effects from this signal, especially if it’s the wrong one.

Countries use data localization as a cudgel to force foreign firms to provide easier access to data for surveillance and political purposes and to force compliance with censorship requirements. Commonly mixed
into this rationale is the specter—both real and imagined—of foreign surveillance as a rationale for data localization when it actually enables their own surveillance.

Digital authoritarian governments—led by China and Russia—see physical access to data centers as a critical enabler of surveillance and political control. Data localization enables political oppression by bringing information under government control and allowing the government to identify and threaten individuals, impacting privacy, data protection, and freedom of expression. China retains broad and vague legal authority in its laws to potentially access data for national security, public interest, and political purposes. The lack of an independent judiciary and the opaque nature of these laws make it hard to judge how China uses these broad powers. Yet, this doesn’t stop these countries from referring to “data privacy” as a motivation for localization.

Recent laws enacted in Vietnam and Pakistan highlight how data localization does not lead to greater data privacy—but the exact opposite in making it easier for governments to access a small number of servers. Related, but different, from this authoritarian motivation, is when countries, like India, enact short deadlines for firms to respond to content takedown requests that create a de facto localization requirement. Firms have to do this; otherwise, they would not be able to comply (and thus avoid fines and other legal consequences).

Data localization is central to Vietnam’s evolving online censorship and surveillance regime. Vietnam’s Law on Cybersecurity requires online firms to store personal and other data types locally and establish a local office in Vietnam. Its motivation is broad and vague: to protect national security, social order and safety, social ethics, and the health of the community. Firms must have a license and at least one server in Vietnam for inspection at any time required, store detailed information about users and their activities, and remove illegal content within three hours. Concerns about how Vietnam could use this to facilitate government access to data are real given Vietnam does not have a dedicated, independent data protection agency: the responsible agency is the Ministry of Public Security.

Pakistan is also using data localization to support censorship and surveillance. Pakistan’s “Removal and Blocking of Unlawful Online Content” law includes broad data localization requirements. It also allows the government to force companies to block content critical of the government and facilitate access to user data. It allows the Pakistan Telecommunication Authority to avoid existing data access and privacy safeguards, allowing it to intervene on behalf of law enforcement agencies to ask social media companies to provide user data. It also makes it mandatory for firms to retain information, including traffic data linked to blocked content, and decrypted information about subscribers and their activity.

**Data Localization for Law Enforcement and Regulatory Oversight**

Countries use law enforcement and regulatory concerns about cross-border access to data to justify data localization (and as an excuse for digital protectionism). Some policymakers say data localization is the only way to get local and foreign firms to respond to requests for data from law enforcement and financial regulators. This reflects the mistaken belief that firms can avoid oversight and requests for data by simply transferring data out of a country. That firms can pursue some form of regulatory or legal arbitrage in terms
of picking and choosing which country’s laws it follows and which it doesn’t.\textsuperscript{45} This is false. Data localization requirements do not change who is responsible for the data, regardless of where it is stored. The following sections analyze the issue of data localization for law enforcement and regulatory oversight concerns.

**Data Localization for Law Enforcement**

Some countries support data localization given the lack of effective cross-border law enforcement legal tools and treaties. If data is stored locally, the thinking goes, foreign governments will not be able to halt investigations by stopping providers from fulfilling government requests. This mistaken belief was central to proposed localization in India’s draft data protection law.\textsuperscript{46} However, policymakers in India fail to acknowledge all the contributing factors. For example, Indian law enforcement often files mutual legal assistance treaty (MLAT) requests that are incomplete, poorly drafted, or inappropriate (in that they aren’t related to criminal activity).\textsuperscript{47} For example, after the Department of Justice advised an Indian prosecutor to fill out an MLAT in 2012 to obtain U.S.-stored information, the court instead issued a summons for several U.S. tech firms for not cooperating.\textsuperscript{48} Other policymakers use this law enforcement motivation to support localization as a disguise for different goals, like surveillance and protectionism.

Law enforcement-motivated data localization often stems from the fact that policymakers do not want to address the underlying issues with existing legal mechanisms to improve the process of making cross-border requests for data. The transnational nature of crime and digital services means that countries will inevitably need another country’s help—even if they have localization. For example, a European Union report states that electronic evidence in some form is relevant in around 85 percent of total criminal investigations and that 55 percent of investigations require cross-border access to electronic evidence.\textsuperscript{49} Current legal tools need an upgrade. For example, conflicting laws can put firms in a “catch 22” scenario where they face lawful requests for access to data from one country, the release of which may be legally prohibited in another.\textsuperscript{50} Governments also have mismatched legal assistance treaties and laws.

Whether it is law enforcement or regulatory related, data localization is not the silver bullet policymakers think it is for improving access to data. The self-defeating nature of localization becomes clear given the scenario where every country requires localization, thus preventing the cooperation that will still inevitably be needed given the interconnected nature of the Internet, such as emails between two people and providers in different jurisdictions. But the potential for regulatory-motivated digital fragmentation is much broader. For example, medical labs must disclose confidential data about infectious diseases, firms must share clinical trial data with medical authorities, banks must disclose data on suspicious transactions, and accountants and their clients must share data for tax audits.

Instead, the globalization of criminal evidence should drive reforms regarding how law enforcement can access communications and other records in other countries as part of legitimate investigations while abiding by privacy and human rights protections. Criminals should not escape the law simply because police cannot access the data they need efficiently. Unfortunately, in the absence of updated legal mechanisms, there is the potential for a (legal) arms race calling for mandatory data localization requirements, which will ultimately hurt all law enforcement efforts to deal with what is a global problem.
Australia should pay attention and provide the necessary resources to improve existing legal processes and treaties as existing legal processes and treaties are out of date, needlessly complex, and often delayed due to poorly resourced local agencies. At the moment, mutual legal assistance treaties (MLATs) remain the dominant international framework for enabling cross-border data access. The MLAT process is not working well. For example, the U.S. government can take up to 10 months to complete MLAT requests (leading to a massive backlog), while requests from the United States to Ireland take 15 to 18 months. Meanwhile, some countries take years to respond to requests, while others, like Russia, often do not respond at all.

Australia is doing the right thing in being a signatory to the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime—the world’s first cybercrime treaty, negotiated 20 years ago—and supporting ongoing efforts to improve it via a new (second) protocol. This new protocol would help law enforcement agencies secure evidence from service providers in foreign jurisdictions. The proposed language of the second protocol focuses on five major provisions: language of requests; videoconferencing; emergency mutual legal assistance; direct disclosure of subscriber information; and giving effect to foreign orders for the expedited production of data.

Similarly, Australia is doing the right thing in negotiating a CLOUD ACT executive agreement with the United States, which will make the exchange of data for law enforcement purposes more efficient while still providing privacy and other safeguards. The U.S.-Australia and other CLOUD Act agreements incorporate commonly recognized global privacy principles while accounting for local interpretation and different legal structures. And overall, they work without impeding data flows. These agreements provide a lawful mechanism for law enforcement in either Australia or the other signatory to request data directly from a service provider in the other country without going through the mutual legal assistance process. CLOUD Act agreements do not give law enforcement agencies any new legal authority to acquire data. They simply help likeminded, rights-respecting countries improve the exchange of data for legitimate law enforcement investigations.

**Data Localization for Financial Regulatory Oversight**

Financial regulatory oversight agencies use localization to target publicly listed companies, payment services, banks, and other financial firms as they think it’s the only way to access data they need for their oversight responsibilities. In contrast, several enlightened financial regulators—usually reticent to give up any semblance of control—have worked with their trade officials and foreign counterparts on new legal frameworks and mechanisms for cooperation. The goal is to support cross-border data flows while ensuring they still have access to data for oversight purposes.

Financial data is also among the most targeted categories for localization. Yet, in the logical end state where many countries enact localization policies, all will be hampered as today’s global digital economy means there will inevitably be cross-jurisdictional data. U.S. financial regulators initially sought the option for data localization (before, thankfully, backtracking) for financial oversight. The Reserve Bank of India cited the need for “unfettered” access to data for monitoring purposes in trying to justify its payments data localization requirement. Yet, policymakers in China, India, Turkey, and elsewhere that use this motivation for
localization routinely fail to provide evidence that they face genuine cross-border issues related to financial oversight. The false promise of “unfettered” access is made clear by the fact that even with local storage, regulators will still have to request firms decrypt the data, in line with relevant legal checks and balances, before the data can be viewed.

Again, it’s up to rule-of-law and rights-respecting countries to set up appropriate mechanisms to improve these processes. This is exactly what Australia has done via MOUs between the Australian Securities and Investment Commission and its counterparts, such as Singapore. In 2014, in a first-of-its-kind MOU, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC), agreed to allow licensed firms in one jurisdiction to provide relevant data to the authority in the other jurisdiction if it’s required to fulfill its regulatory responsibilities. It also set conditions on how the data can be used and how it must be protected. The MOU sets in places certain processes and standards to facilitate access in cooperation with partners.

It’s also what Australia’s key trading partners are doing. In 2018, MAS and the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) signed a similar MOU. This builds on a set of MOUs the two sides have in place, including one from 2013 on the exchange of information in the supervision and oversight of regulated entities that operate in the two countries. Most recently, on June 13, 2019, MAS and the City of London signed a similar MOU that signifies both parties’ intention to cooperate in facilitating data flows and other regulatory activities.

Singapore is pursuing these MOUs as it sees a future where these types of “data connectivity agreements” among countries will become as important as today’s free trade agreements.

MOU provisions dealing with data, data governance, and data flows restate shared principals and objectives and are on a good faith, best-effort basis—they’re not legally binding. It’s also important to note that they’re not at the government-to-government level, but between respective regulatory agencies (not that both governments wouldn’t be aware of what their regulators are doing). These MOUs and their data access provisions are not legally binding and are not overly prescriptive as they’re seen as a first step toward better governance of a technology that continues to change. However, at the heart of these MOUs is the recognition that however fintech evolves, the free flow of data and regulatory access to it will remain critically important.

Singapore, Australia, and the United States are using these data connectivity agreements to provide confidence, clarity, and a connection between different regulations and regulators as many financial regulators are concerned about their ability to access data as part of ongoing oversight activities. As U.S. Under Secretary McIntosh stated: “Data connectivity facilitates financial regulators’ access to the financial risk-related data needed to fulfill their mandates in ensuring safety and soundness….When data connectivity is impeded, firms, consumers, regulators, and the economy as a whole are all worse off, and we risk losing out on many benefits of today’s digital economy.” The MOU sets in place processes and standards to facilitate access in cooperation with regulatory partners.
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